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KICKSTARTER
11 popular mixed media artists share their top tips on 

how to get (and stay) creatively inspired!
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Hello!
Welcome lovely you! I'm Iris from Iris Impressions Art 
and I want to help you to create a happy and inspired 
life!

Creativity and inspiration can feel like such elusive 
concepts. When you’re stuck it can feel like you’ll 
never get out of your funk. Or maybe you simply 
have a hard time getting started… this is where The 
Creative Juice Kickstarter comes in and is going to 
help you out! 

I’ve curated a list of my favourite mixed media artists. In this free guide they share 
their personal tips on how they get and stay inspired. I hope this will be super 
useful to you on your creative journey. It’s like a smorgasbord of juicy advice that 
you can dip into when you are stuck or need a different perspective!

To me the most important thing when it comes to kickstarting your creative habits 
is to experiment with the tips below and then find the method and rituals that are 
completely right for you. If it doesn’t feel right, change it up. If it does feel right, 
take note and keep that stuff going! 

Enjoy!

www.iris-impressions.com

http://iris-impressions.com
http://www.iris-impressions.com
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Robin Laws

The initial stage of being inspired is easy for me as an artist. All I have 

to do is look at Pinterest boards, visit my friends on Instagram or read 

one of my art books. I can feel giddy with ideas and my imagination 

will take me from idea to completion in a very short span of time. I 

love the energy I experience during that stage of the creative process 

when everything is occurring in my mind. 

The best way for me to maintain that inspired energy is to be actively 

engaged with my community of fellow artists. Giving and receiving en-

couragement and support is an essential part of bringing the ideas that form in my mind to fruition. I am 

very blessed to have found artists with whom I can share this creative life, and this collective energy gives 

a unique life to my projects. I can draw from a huge resource of generous helpers when I become stalled 

or confounded about how to proceed with a given project. Being creative is inherently fraught with chal-

lenges right? Being a part of a community means I don’t have to work everything out on my own. I have a 

lot more fun and feel a deep satisfaction about my creations knowing they are infused with the love and 

care of an entire community of creatives’ hearts. 

Connect with Robin: www.robinlawsart.com

Marieke Blokland

My art supplies inspire and excite me. A box of crayons, pencils, 

markers or watercolors make me very happy. I never wait for inspira-

tion to come. It always comes, as long as I start painting or sketching. 

I stay inspired by reading a lot of books, blogs and magazines about 

art, art history, design and illustration, visiting trade shows, fairs, 

museums, galleries, shops, watching art docs and by following other 

artists, designers and illustrators on the world wide web. The trick for 

me is to focus on a handful of themes that interest me most.

Connect with Marieke: www.bloknote.nl

http://iris-impressions.com
http://www.bloknote.nl
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Annie Hamman

I believe the main tricks of staying creatively excited and inspired are 

constant inspiration and constant support. Constant inspiration comes 

from visual feed for me. I am always on the lookout for inspiring imag-

es, inspiring designs, inspiring photography. I find it by looking at and 

studying other artists’ art, by looking through magazines and brows-

ing on Pinterest. These images spark ideas for paintings. Constant 

support is being connected with like-minded artist via social media, 

go together on online workshops, leaving comments and encouraging 

words on each other’s works. I believe in the power of encourage-

ment, not criticism.

Connect with Annie: www.anniehamman.com 

Catherine ‘CeeCee’ Cote 

Colors and shapes are usually what gets my creative juices flowing. 

I'll see a color combination in a magazine, online, or in nature like a 

sunset or flowers, trees, and I immediately want to replicate that in 

my art.  Architecture is another trigger for my creativity -- shapes, 

textures and contrasts attract my attention. Inspiration surrounds us 

all, we just need to really look. And then I pour all that stimulation and 

inspiration unto paper or canvas and keep at it. The more I create, the 

easier it is to keep creating. And if by chance I happen to be stuck 

in a rut, I make sure to pick up a brush or a crayon and add color to 

something - anything... and the inspiration comes. That little trick has never failed me yet!

Connect with CeeCee: www.facebook.com/creationsceecee

http://iris-impressions.com
http://www.anniehamman.com
http://www.facebook.com/creationsceecee
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Ivy Newport

I find inspiration everywhere but nowhere more than on Pinterest! 

What can I say! I’m a Pin-a-holic! Pinterest is an endless vortex of 

visual stimulation and I just love it. I make secret boards to gather 

ideas and visual prompts. I admire color palettes, new styles of art-

work and photography. I have always loved making vision boards and 

Pinterest does that for me without all the scissors and glue. I often 

come up with class ideas by perusing Pinterest and then curate imag-

es to support the new concept. The other main place I find inspiration 

is my learning! I adore learning and I am notorious for signing up for 

online art classes! I think I have about 15 right now!! Oh boy! Learning opens up my mind and gives me 

the permission (and structure) to explore new techniques and applications. Staying open to inspiration is 

key. Tell yourself you will see inspiring things and you will. Tell yourself the opposite and your will find your 

ideas dry up. Attitude is key! 

Connect with Ivy: www.ivynewport.com

Petra Stein

The best decision I ever made was to no longer compare myself with 

other artists. I learned to trust my own Art skills. I get inspired by a 

lot of things, my own feelings definitely come first. I’ll always make 

art that comes right from my heart whether I feel sad, happy, excited 

or even depressed, for me it needs to be real! I also get inspired by 

colors, the sunlight, Art classes or another Artist. In the past it was 

very difficult to stay inspired, but today I always have something that 

inspires me. 

As long as I stay true to myself I always have feelings or simple things that will inspire me to make beau-

tiful Imperfect Art.

Connect with Petra: www.petras-art.com 

http://iris-impressions.com
http://www.ivynewport.com
http://www.petras-art.com
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Angela ‘Pennystamper’ Kennedy

Things I do to stay creatively inspired!

• I love to doodle! Doodle on scratch paper, in a notebook or journal. 

Build on it, color it with pens or ink, paint or anything you have 

handy. Just play! Sometimes great ideas come from doodling!

• Learning how to use the supplies I have. This is huge for me! Hav-

ing a supply you are comfortable with is freeing.

• Watching videos or taking classes. I love to watch other artists 

work! Just seeing a project done from start to finish is extremely 

motivating.

• Joining in on group challenges or swaps. I love being challenged to make something I have not done 

before. Trying to come up with things on my own can be difficult and challenges are great! I used to 

do a lot of ATC swaps, which were challenging and fun. You work small so it is not a huge commit-

ment and you get awesome art from your partner!

• A few other things that get me motivated are art books from good will, Pinterest boards and old pho-

tos. 

Connect with Angela: www.facebook.com/pennystamper.art

Kara Bullock

Honestly, I feel like just being alive gets me excited and inspires me 

to create!  I love music and listen to it daily!  I find that it makes me 

happy and really inspires me.  Often a string of words will result in 

an image in my mind that I have to get down on canvas.  I am al-

ways inspired by amazing photographs that I see on Pinterest, color, 

strangers, people, the list goes on!  I think most of all, my children 

and husband inspire me daily with the unconditional love that they 

share with me.  The love that they give me is truly like no other, and I 

feel like that love is painted onto my canvases over and over again.

Connect with Kara: www.karabullockart.com 

http://iris-impressions.com
http://www.facebook.com/pennystamper.art
http://www.karabullockart.com
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Juna Biagioni

I only do what I feel like doing! I have done a lot in my life by pushing 

through and persevering – which isn’t bad in itself and has taught me 

many important lessons – but now in my art it’s not about discipline 

or perseverance anymore. It’s only and fully about going for joy and 

beauty. My passion for art will keep me developing myself and my 

skills anyway. Even if I only do what I like! So I do what makes my 

heart sing and I don’t pressure myself into doing things I don’t feel 

like doing. And I don’t feel guilty if I don’t finish things, if I bought 

supplies and hardly use them, or if I only do half of an art class. 

Everything I do forms a stepping stone in the path of my art journey. It’s all about opening up, which is a 

tender and delicate process. So it doesn’t have to be strict and disciplined, but can be gentle and fun!

Connect with Juna: www.junabiagioni.com 

Roxanne ‘By Bun’ Coble

Everything from a vinyl record I’m playing, an art documentary, or 

even a piece of trash I find while walking my dogs can get me in-

spired.  It’s all about shifting your mindset, and being completely open 

while not thinking too seriously.  We are often quick to force a theme 

or concept on ourselves when staring at a blank canvas or journal 

page.  But if you let go of the need to ‘preplan’ your work, you are 

allowing yourself to see things in a new way.  What you might view as 

mundane or ordinary suddenly becomes something detailed, colorful, 

or extraordinary – and something you can fuse into your artwork.  

Connect with Roxanne: www.bybun.com

http://iris-impressions.com
http://www.junabiagioni.com
http://www.bybun.com
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Brandi Dayton

I have been through so much the past 4 months, that finding ways to 

get creative has been extremely difficult. My “motto” has always been 

“show up to paint every single day.” Honestly, that hasn’t always been 

possible, grief just seems to show up before creativity on some days. 

Here are some simple things I have done to get my live moving again. 

Go on artist adventures to museums or galleries with artsy friends, or 

by yourself. Do something, anything, everyday, even if it is small. Take 

a sketchbook everywhere. Do a Facebook or Instagram challenge, 

“100 paintings in 100 days…” Turn on beautiful music and just start 

throwing paint on a canvas

Connect with Brandi: www.brandidaytonart.com

http://iris-impressions.com
http://www.brandidaytonart.com
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Thank You!
I hope that has given you some ideas on how to get inspired!

Please be sure to check out the websites of these amazing artists and give them 
much love. 

If you enjoyed this guide please share it with your friends! You can use the handy 
links below. 

 iris-impressions.com/creative-kickstarter

 email a friend with this link

 share on Facebook

 tweet this link

 pin this on Pinterest

http://iris-impressions.com
http://iris-impressions.com/creative-kickstarter
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